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Novice programmers, considered to be those who have yet to understand the 
fundamentals of programming, exist in both engineering and computing fields. Within 
computing, various resources exist to help novice programmers understand fundamentals 
and style guidelines such as WebTA, a code critique program that gives Java students 
feedback about their error and style issues. There is, however, a gap in automated code 
critique for MATLAB, a programming language that is popular in the engineering 
community. When it comes to MATLAB, there are not many programs that help novices 
understand their errors, and even fewer that help them understand style guidelines. To 
help assist these engineering novices, I created a program called MatlabTA. Based on 
feedback from Engineering Fundamentals instructors on the most common errors they 
encounter in student code, MatlabTA exists to give novices more intuitive feedback for a 
few of the most common MATLAB errors, along with providing them different style 
guidelines for different MATLAB antipatterns such as inconsistent tabbing and function 
output variable matching. This report will provide an overview of the process in 





As technology continues to play an increasingly critical role in many aspects of everyday 
life, more jobs are requiring that disciplines outside of Computer Science teach base 
programming skills. One job sector that is depending more on programming is 
engineering. As such, many universities are requiring their engineering students go 
through different classes that teach the programming skills required to solve engineering 
problems. At Michigan Tech, engineering students learn MATLAB in their Engineering 
Fundamentals classes. MATLAB was chosen since it is a programming language that 
was built for mathematical computation and visualization. As such, engineers and other 
scientists are expected to know MATLAB or similar languages in their work. MATLAB 
itself is an interpretive language that is based around functions and scripts to do things 
such as machine learning, signal processing, image processing, automate tests, and 
others. Those who are learning MATLAB, whether experienced in other programming 
languages or not, struggle with learning the fundamentals. This is due to MATLAB being 
different from object-oriented languages in ways such as all variables are handled by 
value instead of reference. 
1.1 Engineering Fundamentals 
The Engineering Fundamentals department at Michigan Tech has been trying to find 
different tools to use in their classes to help their students learn the foundations of 
programming. While learning the basics, a student is guided to follow traditional code 
styling guidelines to help with readability and to enforce good practices. Since the 
Engineering Fundamentals classes has a high student to teacher ratio due to every 
engineering student going through their program and learning MATLAB, the 
Engineering Fundamentals department wanted to find a tool that would help the students 
and alleviate the pressure on the professors to help all of them at once.  
As the Engineering Fundamentals students are mostly novice programmers, they are also 
presented with the problem that most error messages are cryptic. These hard-to-
understand messages prove to be an issue since most do not include information for how 
to debug a segment of code, leaving the novices confused and frustrated. A human TA, 
looking at student code, would be on the lookout for common novice mistakes and would 
provide feedback tailored to the student. This is what we want to capture in MatlabTA. 
1.2 Review of MATLAB Grader 
In the past, I worked with the Engineering Fundamentals department to evaluate 
MATLAB Grader. MATLAB Grader is an application that was developed by 
Mathworks, the creator of MATLAB, to allow for the automated grading of MATLAB 
assignments. It works by students writing individual scripts and functions to solve 
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different problems, and then MATLAB Grader runs them and provides a grade based on 
the output. To test this, we worked with Mathworks directly to create practice problems 
and other curriculum to give to students to see how well the application would work. 
During our evaluations, we found that MATLAB Grader had a good foundation for 
evaluating and printing out the results of a function or script. However, we found that 
there were a few missing functionalities that we wanted to add to the application. 
• The first functionality is the presentation of error messages. MATLAB Grader, 
being an application created by Mathworks, presented error messages in the same 
way that MATLAB does. This was a problem since there were many error 
messages that were hard to understand by the novice. 
• Another feature was that all code had to be done inline. A student could not work 
on their program through the MATLAB IDE and submit a file. 
• Lastly, the student would not get any feedback on how they were programming. A 
student could hard code values, use inconsistent tabs and spaces, and mismatch 
variables while MATLAB Grader gives full points to the student. 
After evaluating MATLAB Grader, I worked with the Engineering Fundamentals and 
Computer Science departments at Michigan Tech to create an application that would 




To help present error messages in a way that helps students debug and critique the style 
of their code, I worked with the Engineering Fundamentals and Computer Science 
departments at Michigan Tech to create MatlabTA. This new program is a Java 
application that runs the student’s code along with providing error and style output 
messages. MatlabTA’s main goal is to provide the students with the resources to fix their 
bugs while practicing good programming habits. In order to do this, MatlabTA uses 
different regular expressions to match error messages and code lines. When a match is 
made with an error message, MatlabTA takes out the information that is that is important 
to fixing the error and presents it in a different way to allow the student to more easily 
recognize what went wrong. Afterwards, if a match is made with a line of code, then 
MatlabTA has found a style issue that corresponds with different antipatterns. After 
recognizing the antipattern, MatlabTA will print out the style error and provide a link to a 
site that provides more examples and information about the style issue. 
2.1 Common Antipatterns Recognized By MatlabTA 
Antipatterns, defined as code patterns that do not follow good programming style 
guidelines, are a common occurrence in novice programmers’ code. An example of a 
common antipattern that is prevalent in many different programming languages is not 
having spaces on both sides of an equals sign or similar operators. 
 
The above code shows an example of good versus bad style in programming. The first 
example is the good code as there are spaces around each operator and assignment 
symbol. The second example shows bad programming style as there are not spaces on 
both sides of the equals and plus signs. In programming, it is important to have these 
spaces for readability, consistency, and professionality. When students use good 
programming style practices, it becomes easier for the student and for anyone else who is 
reading the code to help reveal bugs and other problems that exist in the code. It also 











MatlabTA will also recognize the antipattern of a line of code not being tabbed enough or 
if it is tabbed too far. These antipatterns are common with other programming languages 
as well such as Java and C. However, MATLAB is different from Java and other object-
oriented languages since it handles all variables by value instead of by reference. Due to 
this, when I met with a few professors in the Engineering Fundamentals department to 
choose one common antipattern to evaluate that was specific to MATLAB, I chose the  
matching the number of variables a function outputs to the number of variables that are 











Function foo is storing values in two different variables, width and distance. The call to 
foo, however, is only storing one of those values: width, resulting in the information 
stored in distance to be lost. MATLAB sees this as valid code and will run the above 
without throwing an error message. In particular, this becomes a warning sign within 
novice code that the novice might not understand MATLAB or the assignment that they 
are working on. As such, we recognize this error to provide the student with an error 
message that tells them how many variables they are storing, along with how many the 
function is outputting. In providing the students with this message, the students are able 
to reevaluate the amount of variables that are in the function and that they are storing. 
2.2 Similarity Check 
After MatlabTA compares the number of output variables to the number of variables 
stored, it then runs a similarity check for each variable. The similarity check compares 
the distance between each data-storing variable to each output variable. In particular, the 
similarity check is run to determine the antipattern of whether or not the data-storing 
variables are in the right order when compared to the list of output variables. It also looks 
to see if the data-storing variables follow a similar naming scheme to that of the output 
variable it matches with. If the similarity check returns that there is no match between the 
two variable names, MatlabTA then prints out an error message saying that the two do 
not match. After printing the message, MatlabTA will then compare the naming schemes 
of the remaining variable pairs. If a variable passes the similarity check with the 
remaining variables, MatlabTA outputs a message prompting the user to check that their 
variables are listed in the correct order. An example is shown below: 
width = foo() 
 
function [width, distance] = foo() 
 width = 1 











In this case, the function is outputting two variables: distance and width. However, the 
names of the variables storing the results are named distanceA and distanceB. This 
implies that either the function is not returning the correct information, or that the 
information being stored is misinterpreted by the programmer. As such, MatlabTA will 
display an error message saying that distanceB does not closely match the variable name 
width, prompting the user to reevaluate the relationship between the two variables. 
It is also important to note that we present this information to try and help the student 
visualize what is happening in their program. Not every variable will be mismatched if a 
note is thrown, however it is important to help novices recognize the different things that 
are happening in their program. 
2.3 Website 
If a check for an antipattern is detected, MatlabTA will print out an error message that 
points to the exact style guideline that is being breached, along with providing a link to a 
website. I created this website to provide more information and examples for the different 
style guidelines that MatlabTA recognizes. In providing this information, the programmer 
can see these examples and use them to change their program into “good code”. 
2.4 Error Messages 
Another feature of MatlabTA is that it reads in error messages that are returned by the 
MATLAB compiler, and provides a more novice friendly alternative to help the novice 
debug. Novice friendly alternatives to error messages are important, because when a 
novice is learning to program, they often get overwhelmed and confused by how cryptic 
various compiler messages seem to be. MatlabTA aims to reduce the ambiguity by 
extracting the important information from the original message and placing it inside a 
more novice friendly message. By providing the information in this way, the programmer 
given more ideas on how to fix their bugs and get their program working. A common 
error message that MATLAB prints out is “Array indices must be positive integers or 
[distanceA, distanceB] = foo() 
 





logical values.” This message is printed out when a user is trying to access an array at 
index 0. When MatlabTA recognizes with this error message, it prints out a new message 
that is aimed to help the novice fix their mistake. The new message is “In MATLAB, 
arrays start at 1. Make sure that you aren’t trying to get the value at index 0”. By 
providing this feedback, it is our hope that students will be able to make connections 
between MATLAB’s error messages and what they have to do to debug, allowing them 




In order to recognize these various antipatterns and error messages, MatlabTA utilizes 
different regular expression statements (regex). These regex statements were crafted in a 
way that allows for the extraction of useful information such as variable names and 
assignments. Initially, the regex that MatlabTA used were very long and required almost 
perfect matching for a line to match. As I learned more about regex, they became more 









One of the applications that I looked at integrating into MatlabTA was a project called 
MParser. MParser reads in MATLAB code and return a full abstract syntax tree. Also 
included was the ability to recognize certain MATLAB errors such as a string variable 
missing an ending quotation mark. Additionally, I modified MParser to include the line 
numbers along with outputting that information to a file that can be uploaded to 
MatlabTA. This will help to provide  more information about errors that occurred in their 
code. Currently, MParser can only return the correct line numbers of certain errors if 
there are no empty lines in the file. However, MatlabTA can run without this abstract 
syntax tree file if this poses too big of a problem. 
\bUndefined function or variable\b\s'([a-zA-Z]*)'. 
 





MatlabTA is a Java application with a JavaFX UI. It works by asking the user to choose a 
MATLAB file and if possible a syntax tree file that was output by the modified MParser. 
The user then inputs the name of the class and name of the function that should be ran by 
the MATLAB API. Once the user hits run, MatlabTA calls the MATLAB API that is 
included with every standard download of MATLAB, and runs the code from the 
specified class name and method. While the API is running, all the standard MATLAB 
output is shown in the console. If the API encounters an error, the original compiler 
message will be output at that point, after which a novice friendly message will be printed 
out with the necessary information from the original message. If a syntax tree file was 
also included, MatlabTA will also output the errors found from the abstract syntax tree at 
this point. 
 
After the MATLAB API is done running, MatlabTA will run its style check on the 
original MATLAB code. Before checking each line for its style, MatlabTA will first go 
through the entire MATLAB file and create a dictionary entry for every function, where 
the key is the function name and the value is a list of the output variables for that 
function. After the dictionary is created, MatlabTA will run line-by-line through the code 
and check the lines against various regex statements. If a match is made between a regex 
statement and the line of code, then a style error has occurred. MatlabTA will then output 
the erroneous line with a customized error message that contains why the line violated the 
style guidelines. In addition, MatlabTA will then also print out a URL for a custom-built  
style website created from html and css files, allowing the user to have more information 
about that style guideline if they want it. After MatlabTA has printed out every line in the 
file, the UI changes to show that the job is complete allowing the user to run MatlabTA 
again. The similarity check functionality is done using the Apache Commons Text 









5 Future Work 
In the future, the goal is to add more style and error message regex along with fully 
integrating the application with WebTA. The integration would allow professors to use 
MatlabTA in their classes and connect the results to Canvas, along with hosting the 
application on the web instead of being locally ran. In doing this, MatlabTA would also 
support the grading of assignments based on criteria given by the professors. 
Additionally, MatlabTA should use the results from MParser to recognize more syntax 
errors from the syntax tree, along with recognizing when there is good code that is 
misplaced in the file. For example, if code is correct but is not within a function and 
instead is just sitting in the MATLAB file, the goal would be to detect this and inform the 
student. Another way to use the syntax tree would to be to compute the code complexity 
using methods such as cyclomatic complexity. Using these methods, we can point out if 
students are using logic statements that make the program too complicated. If a statement 
is recognized to be too complicated, then we can point out this issue since the more 
complicated a program is the harder it is to read and test. With the style website, the goal 
is to add more examples and pages to allow the students to explore the different style 
issues and learn about different antipatterns. The website would also have a functionality 
where a student could interact with the different examples in a game like environment. 
The student could be given a prompt to write out a statement, and then go ahead and 
write out MATLAB code for that statement. The game could then check the style of the 
student’s statement and point out if any style errors were found. This could allow the 
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A Copyright Documentation 
MParser is from Github. It is licensed for modification and public use under the MIT 
license. Please see below for full citation and attribution information. 
“MParser” by Alexander Luzgarev, github.com – MIT. Licensed under MIT via github - 
https://github.com/mahalex/MParser 
